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1 OVERALL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Several aspects of the terms of reference requested that Danish approaches be reviewed in light of
comparison with the situation in other EU Member States. This has been done to the extent that
the reviewers are aware of the situation, and through consultation with national experts in
Germany, the Netherlands and the UK. The comparisons should not be considered as EU-wide, nor
should they be considered as comprehensive within individual countries.
The review group is not expert in the specifics of risk-based pesticide control. In reviewing this
aspect of practice in Denmark, the review group has applied its knowledge of the broader scientific
discipline and legislative framework, supported by consultation with national experts within their
countries. The main information provided by the review on this topic concerns a comparison with
current practices in their countries rather than a deep reflection on the Danish system.

1.1 Findings and recommendations on monitoring for pesticides in
groundwater
1.1.1

Danish approach to monitoring pesticides in groundwater

The overall approach to monitoring for pesticides and their degradation products in groundwater in
Denmark is very good. The implementation of surveillance monitoring programmes in Denmark
compares favourably with monitoring programmes in other EU Member States, whilst the PLAP
programme is unique to Denmark. Particular strengths of the Danish approach include strong
connectivity across stakeholders; the link between the monitoring programme and the PPP
authorisation process with proactive flow of information in both directions; the close interlinkage
between PLAP and GRUMO; and the unified approach operationalised at national level. The review
received a summary of groundwater monitoring in Denmark for 1989-2017 and noted that
interpretation of the findings is underpinned by a good level of detail that is now provided in
describing any changes to the monitoring programme over time. There is good evidence of timely
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and effective investigation into the source of contamination for specific detections within the
groundwater monitoring programme; these investigations are reported in an open and transparent
manner and lead to a range of appropriate actions.

1.1.2

Guidelines regarding GRUMO

The review considered that processes put in place to support selection of compounds for
monitoring were strong, with appropriate factors and data sources feeding into the process (use
information, risk assessments, PLAP, previous findings etc.). Experts in Germany, the Netherlands
and England all confirmed a similar range of data inputs and processes in the respective national
and regional procedures. It was noted that work in Denmark to develop transparent criteria for
inclusion of compounds into the screening programme is still ongoing. This will be particularly
important for the second part of the 4-year screening programme where compounds that are
selected from the tender list may not have pre-existing analytical methods, as this will imply
additional cost and reduce the number of compounds that can be included in each screening
round. There is already a strong network of stakeholders engaged in decision-making about the
monitoring programme in Denmark. The compound selection criteria were originally suggested by
the stakeholder network, and the final criteria should be taken through this stakeholder network
for consultation prior to implementation.
The number of groundwater intakes included into the 2019 screening round was 263 out of the
total of ca. 1000 intakes in the full monitoring programme. The review supports the decisions
already taken that: (i) intakes to be included in successive screening rounds should include some
intakes from previous rounds (for comparison) and some new intakes selected to extend the range
of conditions and locations investigated; and (ii) that the absence of any detections in the 2019
screening round should not result in the exclusion of any compounds from the pool of compounds
from which the screening set is selected each year. For comparison, the screening process in
England involves a semi-quantitative screen which is run sequentially with the aim of analysing a
sample from each of the 2000 intakes in the monitoring programme at least once every three
years. This intensity of screening effort in terms of proportion of intakes sampled is thus similar to
that in Denmark.
The Environment Agency in England has been working over the last two years to develop a
Prioritisation and Early Warning System (PEWS) to inform monitoring and follow-up actions for
emerging substances. PEWS is designed to systematically track and assess emerging chemical
issues and link this into prioritisation for addition of substances to monitoring programmes. It is
recommended that developing such a systematic approach to prioritisation for addition of
substances to monitoring programmes should be considered in Denmark. The evidence presented
by the review for approaches in Germany, the Netherlands and England indicate that there could
be significant benefits from sharing information across responsible authorities in the different
Member States. Several environmental agencies from Europe and beyond are members of the
NORMAN network1 on emerging substances which supports exchange and development of data
and analytical techniques for emerging substances; membership of the network could be
something to consider for the Danish EPA.
Provinces in the Netherlands are working together with drinking water companies to implement an
early warning system around each pumping station. These systems consist of 10–15 monitoring
wells, sampling the upper first meters of the groundwater in order to detect leaching of
contaminants at an early stage. It is planned that the early warning systems will gradually (partly)
replace the older monitoring networks with deeper filter screens. The review notes that PLAP fulfils
this early warning function in Denmark.
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The collaboration between German Länder responsible for PPP monitoring, drinking water
companies, and the national authorities UBA and BVL responsible for risk assessment and
authorisation of PPP has been intensified in the last years, especially due to large findings of
metabolites in groundwater in Germany. A recommendation list for monitoring of metabolites
maintained by the German UBA has been developed in this context. The list prioritises the risk of
leaching to groundwater for relevant and non-relevant metabolites based on information on PPP
uses and from standard risk assessments. The development of comparable methods based on
national information and risk assessments in Denmark could provide useful input to the Danish
process in future for selecting compounds for monitoring from the comprehensive tender list.
The review heard that missing analytical standards for degradation products of PPP are still a
limitation to the inclusion of more target compounds into the screening list after the first
prioritisation step. In cases where reference standard compounds for chemicals of interest are not
available, the European Crop Protection Association offers its support to water monitoring
programmes by providing reference-standard compounds to certified laboratories. This support has
been accessed in Denmark, though delays in provision of standards has prevented inclusion in the
large screenings in 2019 and 2020.
Special groundwater monitoring programmes for one or two years (beside the routine monitoring
programmes) have been conducted repeatedly in the past in some Bundesländer (short: Länder) in
Germany. They have proved to be useful tools to improve the standard monitoring programme in
terms of selection of groundwater intakes and target compounds to be included for measurements.
Such screenings were conducted, for example, to measure for a larger number of metabolites, or
to develop analytical standards for more degradation products, or to follow special PPP uses (e.g.
in vineyards, horticulture and tree nurseries). They have been conducted for a different number of
wells, sometimes being large campaigns and sometimes just sampling a certain number of
additional wells. Currently, there is a four-year programme in Denmark with a very substantial
screening campaign. If such large-scale screening of groundwater intakes was not possible in
future years, then special PPP monitoring programmes could be a suitable option for Denmark to
answer specific questions and to be up to date with new authorised PPPs.
In addition to the existing procedures, it would be useful to ensure that there is strong
coordination with monitoring activities in neighbouring countries, both to gain from any knowledge
where pesticide uses and environmental conditions are similar, and to gain knowledge about any
issues associated with pesticides that could be used illegally in Denmark following import from
neighbouring countries. Specifically, the review noted that monitoring programmes are well
developed in Länder such as Bavaria, Lower Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein, and detailed
information about recent and previous PPP authorisations in Germany are available on the BVL
website.

1.1.3

Inclusion of the SUM criterion into the risk assessment scheme

The SUM criterion is not included into the risk assessment in all countries (for example, it is
excluded from the procedure in the Netherlands), but there is common experience that the SUM
criterion is not limiting to the authorisation, i.e. the SUM criterion is not exceeded except in cases
where the 0.1 μg/L threshold for individual active substances or relevant metabolites is also
exceeded. The main difference in calculating the SUM criterion in Denmark will be the inclusion of
more metabolites into the calculation because of the Danish definition of metabolites of no
concern2. Given the wide range of metabolites that will be included in the SUM calculation for
Denmark and the inherent conservatism in the Danish groundwater modelling, the review
considered it possible that there could be a case down the line where the SUM criterion is
exceeded in the modelling, but the individual substance threshold is not. In such a case, it may be
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important to consider that mathematical modelling for metabolites often has greater uncertainty
than that for the active substance; for example, derivation of formation fractions and selection of
fate properties from values obtained for a more limited number of soils can both add uncertainty
for simulation of metabolites. The Danish risk assessment scheme is well framed to deal with this
uncertainty, either by moving to the next tier where field or lysimeter data are required, or by
selecting the proposed product and use for investigation using the PLAP system.

1.1.4

Inclusion of the SUM criterion into Water Framework Directive reporting

Inclusion of the SUM criterion into the reporting of pesticide monitoring data under the chemical
status requirements of the Water Framework Directive is routinely carried out in Germany, the
Netherlands and the UK. This is now in place for Denmark. Again, the main difference for Denmark
will arise from the inclusion of a wider range of metabolites than elsewhere due to differences in
the definition of relevancy, but the increasing number of compounds monitored for may also lead
to increased chance of breaching the SUM criterion. The two-way passage of information between
the groundwater monitoring programme and the authorisation process (here including PLAP) is a
particular strength of the Danish system. This existing practice should also be applied in cases
where the SUM criterion is exceeded in the monitoring programme so that potential issues are
flagged for any components that contribute to the exceedance and that derive from current use of
pesticides.

1.2 Findings and recommendations for risk assessment of leaching of
pesticides in derogations
1.2.1

Groundwater protection in relation to derogations

Based on the evidence provided to the review, it is considered that the assessment of derogations
in Denmark provides a similar level of protection of the groundwater as the assessment of an
application for a regular authorisation. In particular, where there is insufficient information to
conclude safe use, then it is clear that authorisation will not be granted. This situation differs from
the way derogations are granted in some other Member States where advice based on a regular
risk assessment can be weighed against all interests involved. There are examples in Denmark
where risk mitigation has been applied within derogation decisions in order to protect
groundwater, i.e. restrictions on maximum application rate or application timing to bring the use
within the derogation into line with the use pattern that has been assessed as safe for
groundwater (e.g. via Danish modelling or PLAP).
The review heard of an instance where PLAP information on rimsulfuron had not been routinely
updated and monitoring had been discontinued due to withdrawal from the market during the
course of the PLAP experiment with rimsulfuron; this led to a delay in consideration of the full PLAP
information within subsequent derogation decisions. It was noted that steps had been put in place
to ensure that such discontinuation and delay will not occur in future, and it will be important to
confirm that these steps work effectively in practice.

1.2.2

Guideline for assessment of derogations

It is a strength of the Danish derogation system that the risk assessors for standard product
authorisations also undertake the assessment for derogations. This supports the use of all
available information in the derogation assessment and provides the basis for consistency in the
assessment between derogations and the standard authorisation process. The procedure is, for
example, different in Germany, where the competent authority for groundwater risk assessment
(UBA) is not necessarily involved in the leaching assessment of derogations, and decisions-making
is done by the competent authority for risk management and mitigation measures (BVL). Time can
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be a limiting factor for derogation assessments and this may limit the potential to draw on broader
expertise; however, the review noted that positive steps are taken to include findings from PLAP
and GRUMO plus expert analysis from GEUS where relevant to the derogation assessment.
The principles for derogation assessment in Denmark are well defined in the latest version of the
internal guideline for environmental and human health assessments in relation to applications for
emergency authorisation from August 2020. The guideline strictly refers to the Danish framework
for assessment of PPP. A weight of evidence assessment for Danish environmental conditions is
suggested on available data when documentation of the application deviates from the requirement
for normal authorisations. In terms of groundwater risk assessment this would be the case, if, for
example, exposure calculations for the specific crops, dosages or times of application are not
explicitly available, but calculations are available for similar uses from which extrapolation can be
made. The guideline further defines that stricter risk mitigation measures can be imposed if this
will be sufficient to ensure a safe use, e.g. stricter requirements for time of application. The review
notes that due to the more conservative requirements for input parameters (on degradation and
adsorption values) for national groundwater modelling in Denmark compared to the European
level, only results from previous national groundwater modelling could be used easily for such
weight of evidence assessments; results from standard groundwater modelling at European level
(which are usually available in the list of endpoints from the published EFSA conclusion) could not
be used routinely.
There are circumstances where it is scientifically justified to extrapolate national modelling results
from one situation to another. An example was discussed in the meeting where modelling for one
metabolite was extrapolated to another metabolite that had higher Koc, faster degradation and
lower formation fraction; as all three of these changes will reduce the risk, the review confirms
that it is scientifically justified to conclude that the predicted environmental concentration in
groundwater for the second metabolite will not be larger than that for the first. Overall, clear
principles are in place for defining a “risk envelope” approach (e.g. SANCO/11244/2011 rev. 5)
and the use of a risk envelope is also clarified in the Guidance Document on work-sharing in the
Northern Zone in the authorisation of Plant Protection Products. These principles cover for
instances of extrapolation between different crops, growth stage and dose rates.
Referring to the latest revised version 1.7 of the Danish framework for assessment of PPP
(Annex 7), field leaching studies and groundwater monitoring data could be additionally used to
assess the risk to groundwater for intended uses of PPPs. The derogation guideline refers to the
general assessment framework, so the review understands that monitoring data could also be used
for derogation assessments if, for example, appropriate modelling results are not available or they
provide insufficient evidence for a safe use. The Danish framework indicates that groundwater
monitoring data from the Danish national monitoring programmes, drinking water abstraction wells
and the Danish PLAP should be used in such cases as well as monitoring studies from open
scientific literature or from other countries if they are relevant and representative for Denmark.
Guidance on the use of groundwater monitoring data in the Danish framework focuses mainly on
results from the Danish PLAP and provides several indications for how PLAP data should be
interpreted and used for risk assessment. The review notes the use of PLAP results for derogation
assessments in Denmark as appropriate in general, since the monitoring fields in PLAP are selected
as representative and conservative sites for Danish environmental conditions, and the PLAP field
designs are accepted by the DEPA and GEUS as fulfilling the scientific and regulatory requirements
for monitoring data to assess PPP leaching into shallow groundwater after specific PPP uses. The
(quality) criteria in the framework for how the data should be provided and interpreted are
appropriate and represent the current scientific status quo in Europe (Gimsing et al., 2019). The
review notes that applicants can download and provide those monitoring results in their dossiers
as recommended in the framework. However, the evaluation and interpretation of complex data
(such as those from PLAP) to draw conclusions on risk to groundwater requires good expert
knowledge and significant experience. The guidance in Annex 7 of the Danish framework is not
sufficiently developed in this context and does not provide clear and detailed criteria for applicants
on how to finalise a risk assessment. The review therefore recommends that such data
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interpretations should probably, for the time being, be finalised by the Danish EPA together with
GEUS.
The Danish framework does not explicitly state what numbers of detections above and below the
regulatory limit value are acceptable to conclude on an acceptable risk for leaching to groundwater
and grant an authorisation. No harmonised approaches currently exist on the European level due
to the lack of specific protection goals for groundwater. Setting criteria for the regulatory
assessment of groundwater monitoring data is much more difficult than for the standard results
from groundwater modelling. Conclusions on an acceptable number of findings over time may also
depend on the quantity and the quality of available data. However, the review heard that decisions
for granting authorisations in Denmark are taken based on PLAP data both for regular
authorisations and derogations. This means that there is a common understanding in Denmark
(Danish EPA and GEUS) of how those kind of targeted monitoring data can be used appropriately
for interpreting a risk, even though this cannot easily be captured in specific guidance. Decisions
are made on a case-by-case basis based on expert judgement, after elaborate evaluation of these
complex data by both the Danish EPA and GEUS. Compared to other member states, the Danish
approach is quite developed in that regard. The note on responses to the international review in
2015 indicates that Denmark will await the finalisation of EU discussions on protection goals prior
to any further consideration of its national groundwater protection goal. However, the review notes
that this will probably be a long-term process and it might be a discussion point for Denmark in
between (and also for an exchange with other member states like Germany and the Netherlands)
to further develop a more detailed approach of acceptable and unacceptable findings of PPP within
targeted monitoring data.
The Danish framework gives only limited guidance on how monitoring data from other sources
could be used. The review notes that using monitoring data other than PLAP for groundwater risk
assessments can be much more challenging because the representativeness and protectiveness of
those data for Danish conditions need to be carefully assessed. The review recommends that the
same criteria as for PLAP evaluations should be used for assessing other monitoring sites and
monitoring results where those data are used to support decisions on authorisations for certain
PPP uses. This is important to reach the same protection level in decision-making for PPP
authorisations.
The SETAC publication (Gimsing et al., 2019) that the Danish framework refers to in relation to
monitoring data from other sources, provides some overall recommendations in chapter 7 on how
publicly available monitoring data could be used alongside targeted monitoring data. The
recommendations in the SETAC paper are rather general because of the huge range in quality and
quantity of monitoring data in different member states. Large datasets generated through WFD
monitoring are available for some (active) substances, and these represent a larger area and
longer time periods of PPP uses, and finally allow an appropriate description of the current status
of groundwater quality at a member state level. Even though those data are often difficult to
interpret due to lower resolution and/or missing information, they should not be rejected and may
be used alongside data from PLAP. Long-term results from GRUMO have already been reported
alongside PLAP results to support regulatory decision-making for PPP authorisations in Denmark,
e.g. for bentazone. Furthermore, the current way that GRUMO results are evaluated and reported
is quite in line with the SETAC recommendations, so that the scientific context and validity are
established prior to use alongside PLAP for risk assessments.
The Danish EPA has an internal document with guidelines for assessment of derogations, but the
review considers that it would aid transparency if a document clarifying the principles for
assessment of derogations were made openly available (approved derogations are currently
published in the Danish EPA database). The document could include information on any aspects in
which an assessment for a derogation can differ from an assessment for a regular authorisation
(for example, regarding the sources of information that can be used in an assessment); if no
differences are permitted, then this could be stated explicitly.
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The review heard that notifiers do not normally make the request for a derogation in Denmark and
that typically it would be grower associations or similar organisations that make the request. This
could place some limitations on the types of data that can be requested from the applicant,
although there are examples from 2020 where grower organisations have been requested to
submit groundwater modelling according to the Danish guidelines (requests were fulfilled in
cooperation with consultants or notifiers). It is recommended that consideration be given as to
whether the Danish EPA could generate groundwater modelling internally for situations where
there is an emergency application with a very short timeline for making a decision; this could
apply in situations where either Danish modelling is absent, or it is inappropriate to apply the risk
envelope approach to extrapolate existing modelling (i.e. where the use under consideration is too
dissimilar and/or potentially more vulnerable than the use considered in existing modelling).

1.2.3

Review of approved derogations

The pesticide usage reporting system in Denmark provides a mechanism for following up at a
general level on the outcome of derogation approvals, for example to understand how the
emergency use that was requested compared to what actually happened on the ground. It is
strongly encouraged to continue to use the usage reporting system in this way, and it could be
helpful to formalise this review into a post-derogation report that could be issued annually; this
could draw on farm-level information within the SJI database to assess, for example, how the total
area treated under the derogation compared to what was anticipated in the application. Such a
system is currently in place in Germany. Overall, the review noted positively that there is a strong
flow of information in both directions between the derogation assessment and the groundwater
monitoring programme (e.g. to flag compounds for monitoring or to raise issues of concern that
need to be considered in the derogation assessment).
A record of derogations granted in Denmark between June 2011 and December 2019 indicated
that repeated derogations have been granted in successive years for some compound/use
combinations (e.g. for rimsulfuron in potatoes, or use of propyzamide to control resistant grass
weeds in oilseed rape). The issue of repeated derogations has been flagged as a concern by the
European Commission in a working document from 2020. In such cases, the notifier should be
contacted to try to regularise the authorisation for such uses, although the lack of a business case
to support applications for authorisations in minor crops is often an impediment. Propyzamide use
in oilseed rape is one example where a regular authorisation is now in place in Denmark following
a series of derogation requests. The review notes that the issue of repeat derogations is not
unique to Denmark and occurs very commonly across many EU Member States. It is also noted
that approval of a derogation in Denmark requires demonstration that there is no unacceptable
risk to groundwater, and that this will mitigate the concern over repeat derogations to some extent
when compared to the situation in some other Member States where a degree of risk is sometimes
tolerated within spatially-restricted derogations. Targeted groundwater monitoring for compounds
arising from both regular authorisations and derogations is currently handled effectively in
Denmark through PLAP, GRUMO monitoring and/or the 2019-2022 groundwater screening
campaign. In the event that, for example, large-scale screening is not possible at some point in
future, repeated derogations for a specific crop and PPP with properties relevant to groundwater
might be one circumstance in which a special, targeted groundwater monitoring programme is
considered.
The review notes that comparing the number of derogations in Denmark with other Member States
can be difficult due to different agricultural conditions. Nevertheless, the situation in Germany is
provided for comparison as an increase in applications for derogations has been observed, whereas
the number of accepted derogations remained relative constant at ca. 50 per year since 2015. It
might be anticipated that the number of applications for derogations could increase in the future,
for example due to changing pressures from weeds, pests and diseases under the influence of
climate change. It is recommended that the existing reporting on derogations is scrutinised at
intervals to check for any trends in the number of derogations (both applications and approvals),
ascertain the reason(s) for any changes, and initiate any appropriate responses.
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1.3 Findings and recommendations for risk-based control
1.3.1

Danish approach to risk-based control

The review notes that the Danish control system for the storage and use of PPP is organised on a
national level and involves experts from agricultural and environmental administrations. The
Danish Agricultural Agency (DAA) finally performs around 750 pesticide inspections per year on
behalf of the Danish Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The inspectors report their findings,
and the company in question has the opportunity to comment on this report. Cases with violations
are transferred to the EPA for sanctioning, whilst other cases are closed by the DAA. Responsibility
for risk-based controls on a national level is comparable to some other Member States in the EU.
However, legal responsibilities can be organised in different ways. For example, in the Netherlands
the control on the whole chain of PPP from production, import, trade and end users, is mainly
performed by one national institute, but controls related to the exposure to surface water are
performed regionally by 21 Water Boards. Responsibilities are at national level in England, but with
the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) authorised to enforce controls on the storage and use of
pesticides in England (and the remainder of Great Britain), and the Rural Payments Agency (RPA)
being the Competent Control Authority for Pesticides Cross Compliance. The Federal structure in
Germany provides responsibility for control visits to the Länder, and on-the-spot controls are
usually organised by the agricultural authority in each Bundesland. A national working group for
pesticide controls is established in Germany (AG PMK) to discuss legal questions, to exchange
experiences and information, to harmonise approaches, and to organise the reporting system on a
national level. The review notes, that comparing the Danish control system with other Member
States and answering the specific questions related to enterprise selection in this context remains
difficult due to differently organised responsibilities and collaborations.
Reporting of the outcomes of the risk-based control indicated that the number of violations in each
category is generally either stable over time or in some cases is increasing over time. In
discussion, this was considered to result from better targeting of enterprises where there are likely
to be problems (i.e. the control set is becoming more vulnerable over time); targeted training of
inspectors to increase knowledge on specific types of violations; and inclusion of some special
surveys focusing on specific sectors where violations may be more frequent (e.g. the glasshouse
sector). This viewpoint was confirmed by data showing that pesticide control visits undertaken
alongside cross-compliance checks did not show an increase in the number of violations over time;
only risk-based pesticide control selected and undertaken independent of cross-compliance checks
showed the increase in number of violations. It will be important to include this contextual
information when reporting results so that they can be interpreted correctly. For example, the
pesticide control undertaken alongside cross-compliance checks could be reported separately
within the report as this should provide an annual snapshot that is representative of the general
situation across Danish agriculture.
There have been increasing sale volumes of PPP via the internet over the last few years and these
can be difficult to control. A central service point for PPP online trade controls (ZOPF) has recently
been installed in Germany in order to search different websites with PPP online sales and to control
compliance with applied regulations. Controlling online trade in PPP was not mentioned explicitly in
the terms of reference for the review; however, the review notes that this could be a topic for
exchange with neighbouring countries and for future developments in the Danish control system.

1.3.2

Selection of agricultural enterprises for control

The review considered that procedures in Denmark for selection of enterprises to include in the
control visits were appropriate, with extensive and clearly defined technical criteria forming the
basis for a transparent and reproducible selection process. The review particularly noted the strong
use of the pesticide usage reporting system (SJI database) as a basis for selecting the agricultural
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enterprises for control. The proportion of enterprises that are selected for risk-based controls
based on the different selection criteria varies over several years.
There are currently no uniform criteria defined for enterprise selections in the German Länder,
because different structures in agriculture and horticulture exists and responsible authorities are
organised in different ways; however, a national working group for risk-based controls in Germany
(AG PMK) has initiated a discussion on how to harmonise the selection of enterprises to a greater
extent on a national level and how to implement results from risk-based controls into a new IT
system. Further exchange of information within those upcoming activities of the AG PMK could be
helpful for the responsible authorities in both Denmark and Germany.
The review notes that there are different sets of selection criteria that are variably used over
several years for the selection of enterprises in some EU Member States which are described for
comparison in the following. For example, in the Netherlands, every year a new inspection
programme is set up in which for each target group the type and number of controls are
established based on information such as: risk classification of the target group; date of the last
control of the target group; results from previous controls; date of the last compliance
measurement of the target group; reports from the public, politics or agricultural sector; “hot”
political/public topics; and incidents (e.g. pesticide related bee deaths). A flexible system is also
established in Germany, where the AG PMK defines a specific focus for controls in each year for a
nationwide practice. Specific foci have been in the past, for example, enterprises which provide
technical services for PPP uses; berry fruits and vineyards with intensive use of PPP; and
compliance with risk mitigation measures to protect surface water bodies against drift-based
entries of PPP. Those foci are defined through consideration of information such as: indications
from illegal PPP uses due to residue findings from food controls; indications from reported
violations from risk-based controls from previous years; crops with an intensive use of PPP; and
results from monitoring programmes in the Länder.
The review finally notes, that clear procedures and criteria are used in Denmark, Germany and the
Netherlands for selecting enterprises for risk-based pesticide controls. The implemented selection
procedures in all countries are complex and start with top-level selection criteria which are
supplemented with more specific and detailed selection criteria. Both the top-level criteria and the
more specific criteria are often the same or at least comparable between countries; however, also
different criteria can be used. It seems to be important in all countries that selection criteria are
finally defined and communicated in a transparent and reproducible way. The selection criteria in
Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands are variably used over several years to find a national
mechanism to react to actual problems and developments; this approach is similar across the
three countries. Further exchange of experiences with experts in the Netherlands and Germany
about selection criteria and how these are used for decision-making could lead to better
understanding of the different systems and further developments in future.
An example of good practice from Germany is the development of a GIS-based tool with different
spatial information (environmental, agricultural, monitoring data) for Brandenburg, where a high
number of small and vulnerable surface water bodies (kettle holes) exists, and the system helps to
identify enterprises with a high proportion of agricultural fields adjacent to those water bodies. The
review notes that using GIS-based techniques for enterprise selection alongside the Danish SJI
database could be discussed for future development in Denmark.

1.4 Recommendations for future development of the risk assessment
scheme
The comparison between PLAP results and regulatory modelling undertaken following EU and
Danish guidelines (TSGE, 2016) is welcomed and provides useful feedback on the risk assessment.
Based on the findings of that comparison, the review noted that the Danish modelling approach
provides a sound basis for identifying uses that were demonstrated to pose a risk for groundwater
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leaching within PLAP; the decision to retain the current precautionary approach to modelling within
the risk assessment scheme is thus justified. For compounds that were demonstrated to be safe
within PLAP, the Danish modelling approach gives quite a high proportion of false positives (i.e.
the modelling indicates a potential risk, but PLAP demonstrates safe use). The review does not see
an immediate solution to this problem of false positives, and agrees with the imperative to
prioritise the minimisation of false negatives. However, it would be helpful to revisit this issue as
modelling tools develop (e.g. when it is technically feasible to better represent the specific
hydrogeological conditions within Denmark into routine modelling approaches) with the aim of
moving to a system that maintains minimal false negatives whilst reducing the proportion of false
positive thus reducing the overall level of conservatism of the modelling. Periodic updating of the
comparison between model results and PLAP would also be helpful as the PLAP dataset grows; this
will ensure that the validation findings remain applicable as the set of active substances and/or
uses modifies over time. Further, given that PLAP is unique for Europe, ongoing comparisons with
model results can provide important information and feedback to the European groundwater
modelling community for model and scenario adjustments in the future.
The stated protection goal for groundwater in Denmark is currently operationalised through the
decisions that underpin the design of the Danish modelling requirements and PLAP. Some of these
decisions about how to interpret the results of PLAP have been taken up into SETAC
recommendations for the design, undertaking and assessment of groundwater monitoring more
widely (for example, the approach to evaluate the number of detections above and below the limit
value that triggers different levels of concern). The note on responses to the international review
in 2015 indicates that Denmark will await the finalisation of EU discussions on protection goals
prior to any further consideration of its national groundwater protection goal. That would also be
an appropriate point in time to undertake any further review of the overall groundwater
assessment scheme and how it inter-relates to the protection goal.
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BACKGROUND AND TERMS OF REFERENCE (TEXT PROVIDED TO
THE REVIEW)

2

The review was initiated in spring 2020 with the aim of evaluating groundwater protection in
Denmark with respect to emergency authorisations of PPP's, groundwater monitoring and riskbased control
The authors base their advice on the information provided in Annex 1 and presentations by
persons responsible for / performing risk assessments or otherwise involved in the evaluation, and
discussions with these persons.

2.1 Background
In 2015, an international review of groundwater protection was conducted, and this was followed
up by the current review which focuses on:
1. Technical criteria for the selection of pesticides with respect to monitoring in groundwater
and method for calculating the total sum of pesticides in groundwater.
2. The Danish Environmental Protection Agency’s method of assessing the risk for
groundwater when granting derogations after art. 53 in 1107/2009.
3. Technical criteria for selecting agricultural companies in the risk-based control3.
The report should as a minimum include conclusions and recommendations concerning:





An overall assessment of monitoring for pesticides in groundwater, risk assessment of
leaching of pesticides in derogations and risk-based control compared to other EUcountries with a high level of groundwater protection.
The assessment should include comparative analysis of technical methods and data
sources.
Identification of errors, shortcomings and improvement potentials and recommendations
on each of the three themes.

Furthermore, it was requested that the report should answer the following initial questions for the
three topics of the review.

2.2

Requirements and initial questions for the review

2.2.1

Monitoring for pesticides in groundwater

The method for selecting pesticides for the Danish monitoring scheme for groundwater should be
assessed and compared with methods and criteria in other countries and with regard to the strict
Danish requirements for pesticides in groundwater. Furthermore, the method of monitoring the
sum requirement for pesticides should be compared to the method in other countries including the
use of trend assessments in relation to the 0.5 μg/L requirement in other countries and taking into
account that also non-relevant metabolites is included in Denmark as opposed to general EU
requirements. The sum requirement of 0.5 μg/L is defined in the groundwater directive as the total
sum of all individual pesticides detected and quantified in the monitoring procedure, including their

3

The basis for selecting companies for control is the risk of violation according to point 1 in the common control strategy of the
Ministry of Environment and Food of Denmark: https://mfvm.dk/fileadmin/user_upload/MFVM/Publikationer/2017-0927Kontrolstrategi_4.pdf
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relevant metabolites, degradation and reaction products. In Denmark, it will also include nonrelevant metabolites.
Initial questions to the review:




2.2.2

Is the Danish monitoring of groundwater comprehensive enough compared to approaches
used in your respective countries and eventually in other EU-countries you might know of?
Do you have improvement suggestions regarding the guidelines regarding GRUMO?
Does the new Danish method of evaluating the SUM requirement in groundwater compare
to your national experience?

Risk assessment of leaching of pesticides in derogations

The assessment should include an update to the previous review of the Danish approach to assess
the risk of leaching of pesticides and their metabolites to groundwater and compared to
approaches used in your respective countries and eventually in other EU-countries, you might
know of. In particular, an evaluation of the Danish approval system for derogations used for
emergency situations eq. Art. 53, (Pesticides Regulation 1107/2009) is required. As part of this
assessment, it should be considered if results from the Pesticide Leaching Assessment Program
and the other groundwater monitoring programmes are used adequately in the approval of
derogations as well as the use of modelling results regarding the risk of leaching. It should be
reviewed whether the Danish approval scheme gives the necessary protection of the groundwater
in order to ensure that the limit value of 0.1 μg/L (expressed as an annual arithmetic mean
concentration) is not exceeded for more than 1 out of 20 years. In order to propose improvements
of the Danish risk assessment for derogations, the Danish approach should be compared to the
approach applied in other EU countries.
Initial questions to the review:






2.2.3

Does the Danish framework for assessment of pesticides provide a satisfactory degree of
groundwater protection, especially in relation to derogations?
Is the new EPA Guideline for assessment of derogations in alignment with demonstration
of safe use4?
Recommendations on how to strengthen the assessment of the risk of leaching to
groundwater – if necessary.
Recommendations on how to improve the groundwater monitoring systems
Provide ideas for further initiatives on preventing pesticide leaching to groundwater.

Risk-based control

The assessment should analyze how the risk-based control of agricultural enterprises are carried
out compared to other EU Member States and consider if the Danish approach implies a risk of
identifying fewer relevant enterprises than other countries. The number of risk-based controls in
Denmark should be compared to controls in other countries.
Initial questions to the review:




4

Does the Danish selection of agricultural enterprises for control compare to your national
experience?
Is the available data adequate for making the selection of agricultural enterprises for
control? If not, how do you suggest a better data basis could be obtained?
Are the technical selection criteria regarding the risk-based control of agricultural
enterprises use etc. of PPPs justified and covering?

Safe use when granting derogations is a Danish requirement and does not follow from 1107/2009 EF
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Does the risk-based control, including the technical selection criteria, cover the relevant
use of PPPs or should other areas be incorporated?

2.3 Limitations
The current review received both the report from the 2015 international review of the Danish risk
assessment methodology regarding leaching to groundwater, and an overview of the changes
made in response to that review. The findings of the 2015 review have not been revisited during
the current review, and the changes made in response have only been considered where they
relate to the specific questions posed to the current review.
Several aspects of the terms of reference requested that Danish approaches to different aspects of
monitoring, risk assessment, and risk-based control be reviewed in light of comparison with the
situation in other EU Member States. This has been done to the extent that the reviewers are
aware of the situation, and through consultation with national experts in Germany, the
Netherlands and the UK. The comparisons should not be considered as EU-wide, nor should they
be considered as comprehensive within individual countries; for example, consultations in
Germany were with specific Länder rather than trying to overview practice across all Länder, and
consultations in the UK focused primarily on the situation in England.
The review group is not expert in the specifics of risk-based control. In reviewing this aspect of
practice in Denmark, the review group has applied its knowledge of the broader scientific discipline
and legislative framework, supported by consultation with national experts within their countries.
The review is aware of contrasting interests. For example, preventing leaching may conflict with
managing resistance of pest organisms against plant protection products. Although sometimes
such conflicts are indicated, the review merely addresses the leaching aspect.

3 MONITORING FOR PESTICIDES IN GROUNDWATER.
3.1 Danish approach to monitoring pesticides in groundwater
The overall approach to monitoring for pesticides and their degradation products in groundwater in
Denmark is very good. There are basically two kinds of pesticide monitoring data generated in
Denmark. One is the surveillance monitoring performed in the Groundwater Monitoring Programme
(GRUMO) and the Waterworks’ Well Monitoring Programme (WWMP), to monitor the chemical
status of the groundwater bodies and protect drinking water wells, respectively. The other is data
collected in the Danish Pesticide Leaching Assessment Programme (PLAP), designed to evaluate
the risk of leaching to groundwater under Danish field conditions that is directly used for the
decision-making in the authorisation of PPP in Denmark. The implementation of these surveillance
monitoring programmes compares favourably with monitoring programmes in other EU Member
States, whilst the PLAP programme is unique to Denmark. There is good evidence for strong
connectivity across stakeholders, including a key role for advising on the programme for the
Pesticide Working Group under the Water Panel. The link between the monitoring programme and
the authorisation process is a particular strength, with proactive flow of information in both
directions. There is also close interlinkage between PLAP and GRUMO with information and actions
flowing in both directions. Finally, it is a strength that the system works on a national
governmental level and this provides coherence across the whole system and for nationwide
decision-making. The exchange of information between the environmental and agricultural
administrations seems to be well developed, and this additionally facilitates decision-making in the
context of monitoring activities.
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Responsibilities for both pesticide authorisation and the monitoring programme on a national level
are comparable to some other Member States in the EU, e.g. this is the arrangement for each of
the nations in the UK. However, legal responsibilities and political competences can be organised in
a different way. For example, the Federal structure in Germany provides responsibility for
monitoring activities to the Länder, whereas authorisation and risk management of PPP are
organised on a national level. As a consequence, several monitoring programmes are developed in
the German Länder meaning that methods may not be harmonised and there may be differences
in quality and quantity of monitoring undertaken. Exchange of information and sometimes
decision-making between the Länder as well as between the Länder and the national PPP
Regulation is routinely organised through the national working group for water (LAWA-AG). A
comparable structure is in place in the Netherlands, where the twelve provinces are responsible for
monitoring the groundwater quality. Each province has their own monitoring network, but the
general structure is the same. Monitoring wells are constructed with filter screens at 10 m and 25
m below the soil surface. In the past every province had their own list of compounds that was
measured in the wells in their territory. However, during the last two monitoring campaigns
required for the Water Framework Directive (WFD), the provinces harmonised their lists of
compounds. In each well used for monitoring for the WFD, the same set of substances is
measured. Sampling is performed by each province, but all samples are analysed in the same
laboratory.
The Environment Agency is the responsible organisation for groundwater monitoring in England
(Environment Agency, 2012). They are able to raise any issues that appear in the monitoring data
directly with the Chemicals Regulation Directorate through formal representation and consultation
mechanisms. This would allow for any discussion of potential need for a regulatory response.
Similarly, these mechanisms mean that a compound which passed the risk assessment, but with
some indication of leaching potential, could be added into the Environment Agency’s semiquantitative screen for emerging issues across the groundwater monitoring network.
The review received a summary of groundwater monitoring in Denmark for 1989-2017 and noted
the good level of detail that is now provided in describing any changes to the monitoring
programme over time; this provides accessible information on any changes to the overall
vulnerability of the programme and allows the reader to place any changes in detection patterns
over time into proper context. Across the review, there was good evidence of timely and effective
investigation into the source of contamination for specific detections within the groundwater
monitoring programme; these investigations are reported in an open and transparent manner and
lead to a range of appropriate actions.

3.2 Guidelines regarding GRUMO
The review considered that processes put in place to support selection of compounds for
monitoring were strong, with appropriate factors and data sources feeding into the process (use
information, risk assessments, PLAP, previous findings etc.). It was noted that work to develop
transparent criteria for inclusion of compounds into the screening programme in Denmark is still
ongoing. This will be particularly important for the second part of the 4-year screening programme
where compounds that are selected from the tender list may not have pre-existing analytical
methods, as this will imply additional cost and reduce the number of compounds that can be
included in each screening round. There is already a strong network of stakeholders engaged in
decision-making about the monitoring programme in Denmark. The compound selection criteria
were originally suggested by the stakeholder network, and the final criteria should be taken
through this stakeholder network for consultation prior to implementation.
The number of groundwater intakes included into the 2019 screening round was 263 out of the
total of ca. 1000 intakes in the full monitoring programme. The review supports two specific
decisions that it heard were already in place as a consequence of this. First, that the intakes to be
included in successive screening rounds should include some intakes from previous rounds (for
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comparison) and some new intakes which are selected to extend the range of conditions and
locations investigated and to respond to any patterns in detections from preceding rounds.
Secondly, that the absence of any detections in the 2019 screening round should not result in the
exclusion of any compounds from the pool of compounds from which the screening set is selected
each year; the review agrees that previous detections should be given priority in selecting
compounds for further study, but some compounds with no detections in 2019 might still justify
inclusion in future screening rounds based on the various lines of evidence that are considered in
the selection process.
The review heard that the data gathering exercise that precedes selection of compounds for
screening includes a range of relevant data sources and types. Three main criteria are currently
used to prioritise and select the few hundred compounds for screening from an actual tender list
with about 1300 compounds; these criteria are (i) findings more than once in previous
investigations; (ii) compounds presenting potential risk to human health; and (iii) compounds
presenting potential risk of leaching to groundwater. Information from the pesticide and biocide
unit is used to keep the tender list updated. A large number of compounds are finally monitored
during the screening in Denmark which probably lowers the pressure to implement a very strict
prioritisation in this first step of compound selection.
Colleagues in Germany confirmed that the same criteria as in Denmark are commonly considered
when updating compound lists for Länder monitoring programmes. It is usually an ongoing process
to search for new information to keep potential compound lists updated, whereas establishing new
compound lists for the routine monitoring related to the WFD is usually connected to the
timeframe of the monitoring programme undertaken at regular intervals (e.g. every three years).
Because there are regional differences in crop growing in Germany, an important step for
prioritising compound lists is to consider yearly recommendations to farmers from agricultural
authorities in the Länder for PPP uses in several crops (real PPP use data are not usually available)
and yearly sales volumes available at national level5. Comprehensive compound lists sometimes
exist for surface water monitoring programmes. Results from surface water monitoring
programmes have been additionally used to enlarge compound lists for groundwater monitoring
activities, e.g. in Lower Saxony. Sometimes water works monitor a large parameter list (e.g. ca.
400 organic compounds in Hamburg) and observed findings of new compounds are recognised by
authorities within Länder to keep potential compound lists updated.
In the Netherlands, provinces also use multiple data sources to update the list of substances to be
monitored. Before every monitoring round (every three years), a comprehensive list of substances
is created based on data from the following sources:
substances previously measured in the monitoring programme;
substances measured in special monitoring projects (both surface and groundwater);
surface water monitoring;
“problematic” substances reported by drinking water companies;
substances in PPP that have been recently authorised and exceed a certain sales volume;
Voluntary Groundwater Watchlist (not relevant for pesticides).
This comprehensive list is reduced to a final list based on detections, expected detections and
available analytical methods at the laboratories. The detection of a substance is only used as a
yes/no criterion. If a substance has been detected in the last two monitoring rounds (i.e. a period
of 6 years), then it stays on the list. If a substance has not been detected, it can be removed from
the list, although there may be other (practical) reasons to keep it in the programme. Information
from a targeted screening performed in the southern provinces of the Netherlands in 2019 was
used subsequently to update the list of substances for the monitoring round in 2019/2020. From

5

https://www.bvl.bund.de/DE/Arbeitsbereiche/04_Pflanzenschutzmittel/01_Aufgaben/02_ZulassungPSM/03_PSMInlandsabsatzA
usfuhr/psm_PSMInlandsabsatzAusfuhr_node.html
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the 84 substances related to PPP detected in the targeted screening, 11 had not been monitored
previously in groundwater.
Vitens, the largest drinking water company in the Netherlands, has a target substance list of ca.
600 compounds that are regularly measured in the pumped and mixed raw drinking water at each
pumping station. About 300 of these are related to plant protection products. Some of the
substances on this list are required by national regulations on the quality of drinking water, and
are selected on a risk-based approach. For the remainder, selection of target substances is mainly
driven by the developments of the analytical facilities at the laboratories and information from
public literature. In addition, measurements from special projects on groundwater (and surface
water) monitoring are used as a data source to update the list of substances. Recently there has
also been an action to select new “suspects” from the chemical substances database hosted by the
National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, based on the PMT criteria (Persistent,
Mobile and Toxic) developed by UBA for industrial chemicals (Berger et al., 2018). This resulted in
ca. 3500 substances (not all related to PPP).
Provinces in the Netherlands are working together with drinking water companies to implement an
early warning system around each pumping station. These systems consist of 10–15 monitoring
wells, sampling the upper first meters of the groundwater in order to detect leaching of
contaminants at an early stage. It is planned that the early warning systems will gradually (partly)
replace the older monitoring networks with deeper filter screens. The review notes that PLAP fulfils
this early warning function in Denmark.
England has approximately 2,000 groundwater intakes within its monitoring programme (separate
monitoring programmes are in place for Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales). This is a reduction
due to budget constraints from approximately 3,500 intakes when the National Groundwater
Quality Network was first established in 2000. Screening for emerging contaminants is undertaken
using semi-quantitative scanning methods. Formerly, this was only a GC/MS methodology, but this
was supplemented with a LC/MS method in 2014. The screens are carried out across different
chemical groups and currently comprise >1500 substances in total, with a few hundred pesticides
(primarily parent compounds, but also some metabolites). Semi-quantitative screens are run in
sequence across the full monitoring network with the aim to include a sample from each intake at
least every 3 years (this intensity of screening effort in terms of proportion of intakes sampled is
thus similar to that in Denmark). This is being achieved for the GC/MS scan, but there have been
some capacity limitations for the LC/MS scan. All data are made available via the Environment
Agency’s Open Data Initiative. There is also a comprehensive collation of all monitoring data for
the State of the Environment reporting once every 10 years.
The Environment Agency in England has been working over the last two years to develop a
Prioritisation and Early Warning System (PEWS) to inform monitoring and follow-up actions for
emerging substances (Figure 1). PEWS is designed to systematically track and assess emerging
chemical issues and link this into prioritisation for addition of substances to monitoring
programmes. Flags of emerging substance concern that input to this process include monitoring
data from the Environment Agency (primarily from the semi-quantitative screening, but also
including non-target screening analysis that further extends compound identification) or other
organisations, regulatory priorities, scientific publications and reviews. Sifting is undertaken to
validate the nominations received (signals) and determine which substances should go forward for
screening assessment and with what priority; it considers maturity of the issue (e.g. sales
volumes), hazard criteria, and external interest/imperative and is followed by verification by an
expert group. Hazard and exposure in different environmental media (including GW) are assessed
during screening, followed by prioritisation based on level of risk and relevance to England to
inform follow-up action for substances of emerging concern (Figure 1). To date this proof of
concept has collected more than 600 substances of concern (across a range of chemical groups),
most of which are now sifted to inform follow-up screening and investigation. It is recommended
that developing such a systematic approach to prioritisation for addition of emerging substances to
monitoring programmes should be considered in Denmark.
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Figure 1: Flow chart showing the Prioritisation and Early Warning System for prioritising the
additions of substances to monitoring programmes in England (pers. Comm. Lorraine Hutt,
Environment Agency)

The evidence presented by the review for approaches in Germany, the Netherlands and England
indicate that there could be significant benefits from sharing information across responsible
authorities in the different Member States. Several environmental agencies from Europe and
beyond are members of the NORMAN network6 on emerging substances which supports exchange
and development of data and analytical techniques for emerging substances (e.g. Swedish EPA,
Norwegian EA, German UBA, Irish EPA, Austrian EA, EA of England & Wales). Membership of the
network could be something to consider for the Danish EPA.
The potential risk of leaching to groundwater can be an important factor for compound selection
when stronger prioritisation is needed due to limited analytical capacities. The groundwater
ubiquity score (GUS) according to Gustafson (1989) can be a simple parameter to classify the
leaching potential of compounds related to their degradation and sorption in soil. Results from
groundwater modelling, field lysimeter studies and references from EU approval documents can
also be helpful information in this context. The review noted that it can be difficult and timeconsuming to collect and evaluate valid information to classify the potential risk for leaching.
Due to larger findings of metabolites from active substances of PPP in groundwater in special
monitoring programmes of some Länder in Germany in the last years and due to limited capacities
in their routine monitoring programmes, a transparent method was requested to prioritise the
potential risk of leaching to groundwater for (non-relevant) metabolites at national level. A simple
classification with three priority classes was developed taking into account results from FOCUS

6

http://www.normandata.eu/?q=Home
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Hamburg modelling and field lysimeter studies as a pre-selection step, and then sales volumes of
active substances over several years and size of the potential use areas as a first step. In a second
step the degradation products considered as relevant and non-relevant according to
SANCO/221/2000 (2003) and depending on their classification status by EFSA or ECHA were
considered. Additional information from recent monitoring reports as well as additional information
from authorisations are taken into account as a last decision step (Banning et al., 2019). There is
feedback from Länder colleagues that the recommendation list is useful for prioritising compound
lists for their monitoring activities, but regional use information still need to be considered. The
recommendation list for monitoring of metabolites maintained by the German UBA could provide
useful input to the Danish process, and comparable information and methods could be used for
future developments in Denmark.
The review heard that missing analytical standards for degradation products of PPP are still a
limitation to the inclusion of more target compounds into the screening list after the first
prioritisation step. ECPA offers its support to water monitoring programmes by providing
reference-standard compounds to certified laboratories. In cases where reference standard
compounds for chemicals of interest are not available, ECPA offers help and promises to send
certified material free of charge. The analytical standards project and contact is available via a
website7. This support has been accessed in Denmark, though delays in provision of standards has
prevented inclusion in the large screenings in 2019 and 2020.
It can be confirmed from communication with monitoring experts from Bavaria, Lower Saxony and
Schleswig-Holstein, that special groundwater monitoring programmes for one or two years (beside
the regular monitoring programme according to the WFD) have been conducted repeatedly in the
past in some Länder based on laboratory and/or financial capacities. They have included both large
campaigns and sometimes smaller programme that just sample a certain number of additional
wells. They are recognised as useful tools to improve the standard monitoring programme in terms
of selection of groundwater intakes and target compounds to be included for measurements. Such
screenings were conducted, for example, to follow special PPP uses, e.g. in vineyards, horticulture
and tree nurseries, or to develop analytical standards for more degradation products, e.g. in
Bavaria. In the last years, extra capacities have been invested in several Länder to measure
relevant and non-relevant metabolites in special programmes. Compared to what is known to the
review, the GRUMO screening programme is quite extensive and large capacities have been
invested for the current four-year screening campaign. If such large-scale screening of
groundwater intakes was not possible in future years, then the review is of the opinion that special
PPP monitoring programmes could be a suitable option for Denmark to answer specific questions
and to be up to date with new authorised PPPs, even if smaller capacities will be used.
Selection of groundwater monitoring sites in England is undertaken using a risk-based planning
approach (UK TAG, 2007; Environment Agency, 2016). The selection process is updated every six
years as part of the status assessment and reporting process; this can include, for example, gap
filling in the network where monitoring may have been dropped for a low vulnerability site. There
is also regular turnover in the monitoring network because the Environment Agency does not own
the sites and access may change (e.g. for intakes at industrial premises).
In addition to the existing procedures, it would be useful to ensure that there is strong
coordination with monitoring activities in neighbouring countries, both to gain from any knowledge
where pesticide uses and environmental conditions are similar, and to gain knowledge about any
issues associated with pesticides that could be used illegally in Denmark following import from
neighbouring countries. Specifically, the review noted that monitoring programmes are well
developed in Länder such as Bavaria, Lower Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein, and special Länder
groundwater monitoring reports about PPP are publicly available in German (LAWA, 2019; LfU,

7

http://www.ecpa.eu/pre-market-resources-for-industry/analytical-standards-reference-standard-compounds-watermonitoring-programmes
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2018; LLUR, 2020; NLWKN, 2016; NLWKN, 2020). In this context, detailed information about
recent and previous PPP authorisations in Germany are available on the BVL website8. A list of
databases on registered plant protection products in several EU Member States is available on the
EPPO website9.
The review heard that results from the mass screening 2019 in Denmark have been evaluated to
identify possible relationships between findings in groundwater and previous PPP uses along
existing railway lines. Comparable evaluations have been provided for three individual active
substances in the latest groundwater report from Lower Saxony. There, a high percentage of the
findings for ethidimuron (68%) and bromacil (64%) occurred within 1.5 km of railway lines
(neither compound is currently approved in the EU and PPP uses have recently been discontinued).
Such a relationship could not be demonstrated for the active substance glyphosate which is
currently used as a herbicide along railways in Germany (chapter 9.2 in NLWKN, 2020).

3.3 Inclusion of the SUM criterion into the risk assessment scheme
The SUM criterion is not included into the risk assessment in all countries (for example, it is
excluded from the procedure in the Netherlands), but there is common experience that the SUM
criterion is not limiting to the authorisation (i.e. the SUM criterion is not exceeded except in cases
where the 0.1 μg/L threshold for individual active substances or relevant metabolites is also
exceeded).
The main difference in calculating the SUM criterion in Denmark will be the inclusion of more
metabolites into the calculation because of the Danish definition of metabolites of no concern10. A
relevancy assessment scheme was added into Danish risk assessment guidelines in 2018 following
negotiation of the new pesticide strategy in 2017, but to date no metabolites have been taken
through the process, possibly because the toxicology data required to support the scheme go
beyond the standard EU requirements for pesticide metabolites. Given the wide range of
metabolites that will be included in the SUM calculation for Denmark and the inherent
conservatism in the Danish groundwater modelling, the review considered it possible that there
could be a case down the line where the SUM criterion is exceeded in the modelling, but the
individual substance threshold is not. In such a case, it may be important to consider that
mathematical modelling for metabolites often has greater uncertainty than that for the active
substance; for example, derivation of formation fractions and selection of fate properties from
values obtained for a more limited number of soils can both add uncertainty for simulation of
metabolites. The Danish risk assessment scheme is well framed to deal with this uncertainty,
either by moving to the next tier where field or lysimeter data are required, or by selecting the
proposed product and use for investigation using the PLAP system.

3.4 Inclusion of the SUM criterion into Water Framework Directive
reporting
Inclusion of the SUM criterion into the reporting of pesticide monitoring data under the chemical
status requirements of the Water Framework Directive is routinely carried out in Germany, the
Netherlands and the UK. This is now in place for Denmark. In Germany, additional nationwide SUM

8

https://www.bvl.bund.de/DE/Arbeitsbereiche/04_Pflanzenschutzmittel/01_Aufgaben/02_ZulassungPSM/01_ZugelPSM/psm_Zu
gelPSM_node.html
9

https://www.eppo.int/ACTIVITIES/plant_protection_products/registered_products

10

This term is used according to the Danish definition provided in Annex 16 of the National Assessment Principles
https://eng.mst.dk/chemicals/pesticides/applications-for-authorisation-after-14-june-2011/evaluation-framework/
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evaluations have been provided for the first time in the latest groundwater quality report on
pesticides (LAWA, 2019). In England, there are examples of groundwater bodies that have poor
chemical status solely because the SUM criterion for pesticides is exceeded; conversely, this
situation has not occurred in Germany because the SUM criterion has only been exceeded in
samples where the 0.1 μg/L threshold for individual active substances or relevant metabolites was
already reached. Again, the main difference for Denmark will arise from the inclusion of a wider
range of metabolites than elsewhere due to differences in the definition of metabolites of no
concern. The large number of compounds measured in the screening monitoring (and an
increasing number of compounds measured in GRUMO in future) could additionally increase the
number of cases where the SUM criterion will be met even though no trigger exceedances from
individual compounds have been observed. This analytical aspect should be considered in
communicating data evaluations and its outcomes. The two-way passage of information between
the groundwater monitoring programme and the authorisation process (here including PLAP) is a
particular strength of the Danish system. This existing practice should also be applied in cases
where the SUM criterion is exceeded in the monitoring programme so that potential issues are
flagged for any components that contribute to the exceedance and that derive from current use of
pesticides.

4 RISK ASSESSMENT OF LEACHING OF PESTICIDES IN DEROGATIONS
4.1 Groundwater protection in relation to derogations
Based on the evidence provided to the review, it is considered that the assessment of derogations
in Denmark provides a similar level of protection of the groundwater as the assessment of an
application for a regular authorisation. In particular, where there is insufficient information to
conclude safe use, then it is clear that authorisation will not be granted. This situation differs from
the way derogations are granted in the Netherlands, for example. There, Ctgb, the competent
authority for authorisation of PPP, provides advice to the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food
Quality based on a regular risk assessment. The Ministry takes the decision on the derogation,
weighing all interests involved, and sometimes granting derogations in cases where a potential risk
was identified by Ctgb.
There are examples where risk mitigation has been applied within derogation decisions in Denmark
in order to protect groundwater, i.e. restrictions on maximum application rate or application timing
to bring the use within the derogation into line with the use pattern that has been assessed as safe
for groundwater (e.g. via Danish modelling or PLAP).
The review heard of an instance where PLAP information on rimsulfuron had not been routinely
updated and monitoring had been discontinued due to withdrawal from the market during the
course of the PLAP experiment with rimsulfuron; this led to a delay in consideration of the full PLAP
information within subsequent derogation decisions. It was noted that steps had been put in place
to ensure that such discontinuation and delay will not occur in future, and it will be important to
confirm that these steps work effectively in practice.

4.2 Guideline for the assessment of leaching within derogations
It is a strength of the Danish derogation system that the groundwater risk assessors for standard
product authorisations also undertake the assessment for derogations. This supports the use of all
available information in the derogation assessment and provides the basis for consistency in the
groundwater assessment between derogations and the standard authorisation process. The
procedure is, for example, different in Germany, where the competent authority for groundwater
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risk assessment (UBA) is not necessarily involved in the leaching assessment of derogations, and
decision-making is done by the competent authority for risk management and mitigation measures
(BVL) based on the available information. Time can be a limiting factor for derogation assessments
and this may limit the potential to draw on broader expertise; however, the review noted that
positive steps are taken to include findings from PLAP and GRUMO plus expert analysis from GEUS
where relevant to the derogation assessment.
The principles for derogation assessment in Denmark are well defined in the latest version of the
internal guideline for environmental and human health assessments in relation to applications for
emergency authorisation from August 2020. The guideline strictly refers to the Danish framework
for assessment of PPP. A weight of evidence assessment for Danish environmental conditions is
suggested on available data, when documentation of the application deviates from the requirement
for normal authorisations. In terms of groundwater risk assessment this would be the case if, for
example, exposure calculations for the specific crops, dosages or times of application are not
explicitly available, but calculations are available for similar uses from which extrapolation can be
made. The guideline further defines that stricter risk mitigation measures can be imposed if this
will be sufficient to ensure a safe use, e.g. stricter requirements for time of application. The review
notes that due to the more conservative requirements for input parameters (on degradation and
adsorption values) for national groundwater modelling in Denmark compared to the European
level, only results from previous national groundwater modelling could be used easily for such
weight of evidence assessments; results from standard groundwater modelling at European level
(which are usually available in the list of endpoints from the published EFSA conclusion) could not
be used routinely.
There are circumstances where it is scientifically justified to extrapolate national modelling from
one situation to another. An example was discussed in the meeting where modelling for one
metabolite was extrapolated to another metabolite that had higher Koc, faster degradation and
lower formation fraction; as all three of these changes will reduce the risk, the review confirms
that it is scientifically justified to conclude that the predicted environmental concentration in
groundwater for the second metabolite will not be larger than that for the first. At EU level, clear
principles are in place for defining a “risk envelope” approach (e.g. SANCO/11244/2011 rev. 5)
and these are used routinely at the European level in (inter)zonal risk assessments of plant
protection products. The use of a risk envelope is also clarified in the Guidance Document on worksharing in the Northern Zone in the authorisation of Plant Protection Products. These principles
cover for instances of extrapolation between different crops, growth stage and dose rates.
Referring to the latest revised version 1.7 of the Danish framework for assessment of PPP
(Annex 7), field leaching studies and groundwater monitoring data could be additionally used to
assess the risk to groundwater for intended uses of PPPs. The derogation guideline refers to the
general assessment framework, so the review understands that monitoring data could also be used
for derogation assessments if, for example, appropriate modelling results are not available or they
provide insufficient evidence for a safe use. The Danish framework indicates that groundwater
monitoring data from the Danish national monitoring programmes (groundwater monitoring, the
Agricultural Watershed Catchment Areas), drinking water abstraction wells and the Danish PLAP
should be used in such cases as well as monitoring studies from open scientific literature or from
other countries if they are relevant and representative for Denmark.
Guidance on the use of groundwater monitoring data in the Danish framework focuses mainly on
results from the Danish PLAP and provides several indications for how PLAP data should be
interpreted and used for risk assessment. The review notes the use of PLAP results for derogation
assessments in Denmark as appropriate in general, since the monitoring fields in PLAP are selected
as representative and conservative sites for Danish environmental conditions. Furthermore. the
PLAP field designs (well installations and proven connectivity between the treated fields and the
wells) are accepted by the DEPA and GEUS to fulfil the scientific and regulatory requirements to
generate monitoring data from high quality studies which allow an interpretation of the PPP
leaching process from targeted fields into shallow groundwater after repeated PPP uses. The
(quality) criteria in the framework for how the data should be provided and interpreted are
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appropriate and represent the current scientific status quo in Europe (Gimsing et al., 2019). In
Germany, for example, comparable criteria are used for interpretation of monitoring data from
targeted post-registration studies (for regular assessments, not for derogation assessments). The
review notes that applicants can download and provide those monitoring results in their dossiers
as recommended in the framework. However, the evaluation and interpretation of complex data
(such as those from PLAP) to draw conclusions on risk to groundwater requires good expert
knowledge and significant experience. The guidance in Annex 7 of the Danish framework is not
sufficiently developed in this context and does not provide clear and detailed criteria for applicants
on how to finalise a risk assessment. The review therefore recommends that such data
interpretations should probably, for the time being, be finalised by the Danish EPA together with
GEUS. The review further notes that such evaluations could potentially be too time consuming for
derogation assessments when such evaluations for a specific substance have not been done
already for regular risk assessments.
Another consideration is that the Danish framework does not explicitly state what numbers of
detections above and below the regulatory limit value are acceptable to conclude on an acceptable
risk for leaching to groundwater and grant an authorisation. No harmonised approaches currently
exist on the European level due to the lack of specific protection goals for groundwater. The review
further notes that setting criteria for the regulatory assessment of groundwater monitoring data is
much more difficult than for the standard results from groundwater modelling. Conclusions on an
acceptable number of findings over time may also depend on the quantity and the quality of
available data and defining standards can therefore be difficult. However, the review heard that
decisions for granting authorisations in Denmark are taken based on PLAP data both for regular
authorisations and derogations. This means that there is a common understanding in Denmark
(Danish EPA and GEUS) of how those kind of targeted monitoring data can be used appropriately
for interpreting a risk and what number of detections would finally be acceptable, even though this
cannot easily be captured in specific guidance. Decisions are made on a case-by-case basis based
on expert judgement, after elaborate evaluation of these complex data by both the Danish EPA
and GEUS (e.g. for bentazone, and rimsulfuron). Compared to other member states, the Danish
approach is quite developed in that regard. The note on responses to the international review in
2015 indicates that Denmark will await the finalisation of EU discussions on protection goals prior
to any further consideration of its national groundwater protection goal. However, the review notes
that this will probably be a long-term process and it might be a discussion point for Denmark in
between (and also for an exchange with other member states like Germany and the Netherlands)
to further develop a more detailed approach of acceptable and unacceptable findings of PPP within
targeted monitoring data.
The Danish framework gives only limited guidance on how monitoring data from other sources
could be used. The review notes that using monitoring data other than PLAP for groundwater risk
assessments can be much more challenging because the representativeness and protectiveness of
those data for Danish conditions need to be carefully assessed. The review recommends that the
same criteria as for PLAP evaluations should be used for assessing other monitoring sites and
monitoring results (e.g. evaluating filter screen and groundwater table depth, connectivity and
travel time between treated fields and wells, soil and weather data, product uses in terms of
application rates and timing etc.) where those data are used to support decisions on authorisations
for certain PPP uses. Use of the same criteria is important to reach the same protection level in
decision-making for PPP authorisations.
The SETAC publication (Gimsing et al., 2019) that the Danish framework refers to in relation to
monitoring data from other sources, provides some overall recommendations in chapter 7 on how
publicly available monitoring data could be used alongside targeted monitoring data. The
recommendations in the SETAC publication are not specific as would be the case in a guidance
document, because the paper is written for a European context where publicly available data could
have a huge range in terms of different quality and quantity in different member states. The main
idea behind this chapter is that large datasets generated through WFD monitoring are available for
some (active) substances, and these represent a larger area and longer time periods of PPP uses,
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and finally allow an appropriate description of the current status of groundwater quality at a
member state level. Those data are often difficult to interpret in relation to a specific intended PPP
use, because they often have lower resolution (e.g. less frequent sampling in deeper wells) and/or
important information are missing (e.g. knowledge about site-specific use of PPPs); nevertheless
they should not be rejected and may be used alongside data from PLAP. The review notes in this
context, that long-term results from GRUMO have already been reported alongside PLAP results to
support regulatory decision-making for PPP authorisations in Denmark, e.g. for bentazone.
Furthermore, the current way that GRUMO results are evaluated and reported is quite in line with
the SETAC recommendations in that those more general monitoring data need to be characterised
in terms of the objective for their collection, the characteristics of the well network, sampling
strategies and analytical standards as well as any internal accepted specific protection goal (used
for PLAP), and could then be used alongside PLAP evaluations for risk assessments.
Whilst the Danish EPA has an internal document with guidelines for assessment of derogations, the
review considers that it would aid transparency if a document clarifying the principles for
assessment of derogations were made openly available (approved derogations are currently
published in the Danish EPA database). The document could include information on any aspects in
which an assessment for a derogation can differ from an assessment for a regular authorisation. If
no differences are permitted, then this could be stated explicitly.
The review heard that notifiers do not normally make the request for a derogation in Denmark and
that typically it would be grower associations or similar organisations that make the request. This
can place some limitations on the types of data that can be requested from the applicant, although
there are examples from 2020 where grower organisations have been requested to submit
groundwater modelling according to the Danish guidelines (requests were fulfilled in cooperation
with consultants or notifiers. The situation in Denmark contrasts with that in countries such as
Germany where the notifier is sometimes the applicant in the case of derogations (e.g. BVL,
2017). It is recommended that consideration be given as to whether the Danish EPA could
generate groundwater modelling internally for situations where there is an emergency application
with a very short timeline for making a decision; this could apply in situations where either Danish
modelling is absent, or it is inappropriate to apply the risk envelope approach to extrapolate
existing modelling (i.e. where the use under consideration is too dissimilar and/or potentially more
vulnerable than the use considered in existing modelling).

4.3 Review of approved derogations
The pesticide usage reporting system provides a mechanism for following up on the outcome of
derogation approvals, for example to understand how the emergency use that was requested
compared to what actually happened on the ground. It is strongly encouraged to continue to use
the usage reporting system in this way, and it could be helpful to formalise this review into a postderogation report that could be issued annually; this could draw on farm-level information within
the SJI database to assess, for example, how the total area treated under the derogation
compared to what was anticipated in the application. Such a system is currently in place in
Germany. A form is provided in which information about the progression of the pest or disease,
the amount of treatment that was necessary, and observed effects on health and the environment
are requested and collected on a very general level (BVL, 2017). Overall, the review noted
positively that there is a strong flow of information in both directions between the derogation
assessment and the groundwater monitoring programme (e.g. to flag compounds for monitoring or
to raise issues of concern that need to be considered in the derogation assessment).
A record of derogations granted in Denmark between June 2011 and December 2019 indicated
that repeated derogations have been granted in successive years for some compound/use
combinations (e.g. for rimsulfuron in potatoes, or use of propyzamide to control resistant grass
weeds in oilseed rape). The issue of repeated derogations has been flagged as a concern by the
European Commission in a working document from 2020. In such cases, the notifier should be
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contacted to try to regularise the authorisation, although the lack of a business case to support
applications for authorisations in minor crops is often an impediment. Propyzamide use in oilseed
rape is one example where a regular authorisation is now in place in Denmark following a series of
derogation requests. The German competent authority for risk management and mitigation
measures (BVL) specifically mentions its approach to reduce or even prevent repeated derogations
(BVL, 2017). The review wishes to note that this issue of repeat derogations is not unique to
Denmark and occurs very commonly across many EU Member States. It is also noted that approval
of a derogation in Denmark requires demonstration that there is no unacceptable risk to
groundwater, and that this will mitigate the concern over repeat derogations to some extent when
compared to the situation in some other Member States where a degree of risk is sometimes
tolerated within spatially-restricted derogations.
The review was asked about how to improve the groundwater monitoring systems in relation to
the Danish approval system for derogations used for emergency situations. Targeted groundwater
monitoring for compounds arising from both regular authorisations and derogations is currently
handled effectively in Denmark through PLAP, GRUMO monitoring and/or the 2019-2022
groundwater screening campaign. In the event that large-scale screening is not possible at some
point in future, the conduct of special temporal monitoring programmes on a limited number of
groundwater intakes and samples was identified in Section 3.2 as a potential option to maintain
some screening activity. In that specific circumstance (and if the compound was not already
included into PLAP or GRUMO), repeated derogations for a specific crop and PPP with properties
relevant to groundwater might be one circumstance in which a special, targeted groundwater
monitoring programme is considered.
As a comparison, a trend for increasing numbers of derogations requested according to Article 53
of the regulation (EC) 1107/2009 has been, for example, observed in the last years in Germany.
In the years 2017 and 2018, the number of applications increased from 64 to 85, whereas the
number of accepted derogations remained relative constant at around 50 per year since 2015
(BVL, 2018). The largest proportion of derogations in Germany in 2018 was granted for use in
orchards, whereas a smaller number of derogations was granted for use in arable crops, vegetable
and hop gardens, and vineyards.
The review notes that comparing the number of derogations in Denmark with other Member States
can be difficult due to different agricultural conditions. It might be anticipated that the pressure for
derogations requested in Denmark could be higher due to the fact that a smaller number of active
substances is available on the Danish market. The review heard that plant protection formulations
with about 160 active substances are regularly available on the Danish market. In comparison, ca.
280 active substances have regular authorisations for the market in Germany (BVL, 2020), the
Netherlands and the UK11. It might be anticipated that the number of applications for derogations
could increase in the future, for example due to changing pressures from weeds, pests and
diseases under the influence of climate change. It is recommended that the existing reporting on
derogations is scrutinised at intervals to check for any trends in the number of derogations (both
applications and approvals), ascertain the reason(s) for any changes, and initiate any appropriate
responses.

11

https://secure.pesticides.gov.uk/pestreg/ProdSearch.asp
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5 RISK-BASED CONTROL
The review group is not expert in the specifics of pesticide control. Therefore, the main information
provided by the review originates from consultation with national experts to give a comparison
with current practices in Germany, the Netherlands and Great Britain on the selection of
agricultural enterprises for control rather than a deep reflection on the Danish system. The
presented examples from these countries should not be read as criticism of the practice in
Denmark, because they are provided to address the request in the initial questions to the review
to compare the Danish approach to that of other countries.

5.1 Danish approach to risk-based control
The review notes that the Danish Agricultural Agency (DAA) performs around 750 pesticide
inspections per year on behalf of the Danish Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). During onthe-spot controls the inspectors mainly focus on the control of storage and possession of PPP and
specific biocides; the legal use of PPP; the correct registration of the use of pesticides; the design
and use of washing and filling installations; the education of sprayer operators; and approved
inspection reporting on sprayers. The inspectors report their findings, and the company in question
has the opportunity to comment on this report. Cases with violations are transferred to the EPA for
sanctioning, whilst other cases are closed by the DAA.
Responsibility for risk-based controls and the selection of enterprises on a national level is
comparable to some other Member States in the EU. However, legal responsibilities can be
organised in a different way. For example, in the Netherlands the control on the whole chain of PPP
from production, import, trade and end users, is mainly performed by one national institute, but
controls related to the exposure to surface water are performed regionally by 21 Water Boards.
Responsibilities are at national level in England, but with the Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
authorised to enforce controls on the storage and use of pesticides in England (and the remainder
of Great Britain), and the Rural Payments Agency (RPA) being the Competent Control Authority for
Pesticides Cross Compliance. The Federal structure in Germany provides responsibility for control
visits to the Länder. As a consequence, the selection of enterprises for on-the-spot controls is
decided by the agricultural authority in each Bundesland meaning that criteria may not be
harmonised and there may be differences in the number of controls undertaken and in the way
that collaborations between different administrations are organised. A national working group for
pesticide controls is established in Germany (AG PMK) to discuss legal questions, to exchange
experiences and information, to harmonise approaches, and to organise the reporting system. The
working group meets twice a year to discuss recent open issues and it is possible for guests to
participate. Basic information and harmonised approaches are published (BVL, 2014). National
annual reports about risk-based controls and results have been published by BVL since 2004 (e.g.
BVL, 2018). The review notes that comparing the Danish control system with other Member States
and answering the specific questions related to enterprise selection in this context remains difficult
due to differently organised responsibilities and collaborations.
Reporting of the outcomes of the risk-based control in Denmark indicated that the number of
violations in each category is generally either stable over time or in some cases is increasing over
time. In discussion, this was considered to result from better targeting of enterprises where there
are likely to be problems (i.e. the control set is becoming more vulnerable over time); targeted
training of inspectors to increase knowledge on specific types of violations; and inclusion of some
special surveys focusing on specific sectors where violations may be more frequent (e.g. the
glasshouse sector). This viewpoint was confirmed by data showing that pesticide control visits
undertaken alongside cross-compliance checks did not show an increase in the number of
violations over time; only risk-based pesticide control selected and undertaken independent of
cross-compliance checks showed the increase in number of violations. The implication of these
findings is that the data on outcomes of risk-based pesticide control will not be representative of
the broader situation for agricultural enterprises across Denmark (i.e. the general situation will be
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better than that in the sub-set of enterprises subject to control visits each year). It will be
important to include this information when reporting results so that they can be interpreted
correctly. For example, the pesticide control undertaken alongside cross-compliance checks could
be reported separately within the report as this should provide an annual snapshot that is
representative of the general situation across Danish agriculture.
There have been increasing sale volumes of PPP via the internet over the last few years and these
can be difficult to control. A central service point for PPP online trade controls (ZOPF) has recently
been installed in Germany for effectiveness and efficiency reasons. The main objective of ZOPF is
to search different websites with PPP online sales and to control compliance with applied
regulations. The main focus is to identify trade in non-authorised or illegal products, deficiencies in
labelling, and violation of professional expertise. Results will be communicated with the competent
authorities in the Länder and in other European Member States as well as other countries to
initiate further legal actions. In the Netherlands, web-scraping software is used to screen websites
selling PPP, and online orders that pass through customs are surveyed using screening profiles.
Controlling online trade in PPP was not mentioned explicitly in the terms of reference for the
review. However, the review notes that this could be a topic for exchange with neighbouring
countries and for future developments in the Danish control system.

5.2 Selection of agricultural enterprises for control
The review considered that procedures for selection of enterprises to include in the control visits
were appropriate. The review particularly noted the strong use of the pesticide usage reporting
system (SJI database) as a basis for selecting the agricultural enterprises for control using data
that ultimately cover most of the Danish agricultural area. The review further noted and
considered appropriate, that Denmark is currently in a process to increase further the level of
pesticide use reporting into the SJI database. Colleagues in Germany confirmed that PPP use data
are commonly considered when selecting enterprises for on-the-spot controls. There is a possibility
that using the outcomes of the usage reporting system in this way could influence the way that
pesticide users report into the system. In the UK for example, the information on reported
pesticide usage is kept intentionally outside the selection procedure of enterprises for on-the-spot
controls in order to avoid incentivising incorrect reporting of pesticide usage so as to avoid
controls. However, data from Denmark show that there are still some enterprises that do not
report into the usage reporting system even though this will increase the chance of being selected
for a control visit; this suggests that the control selection may not be having an adverse influence
on reporting into the usage system (e.g. prohibiting the reporting of any misuse), but this aspect
should be reviewed periodically.
The review notes that extensive and clearly defined technical criteria are considered in Denmark
on a national level as the basis for a transparent and reproducible selection of enterprises for riskbased pesticide controls. These are reported each year in a risk-based control programme.
Enterprises are selected based on criteria for three main focus groups: health and food safety (e.g.
enterprises producing fruit, vegetables, potatoes etc.); environment (e.g. enterprises using large
quantities of pesticides, or using pesticides that may cause a risk to surface water or bees); and
economy (e.g. enterprises using pesticides with high pesticide tax level or large quantities of
pesticides, enterprises with a high number of pesticide applications per ha and year, enterprises
producing high value crops, enterprises with former infringements). The criteria used for each
focus group and the number of enterprises selected for each criterion are evaluated each year.
Some criteria are used several years in a row due to a high level of infringements; other criteria
are only applied for one or two years. In addition, each year it is evaluated if there are reasons to
include new criteria based on changes in national regulation, recently banned pesticides or political
focus. In comparison, there are currently no uniform criteria defined for enterprise selections in
the German Länder because different structures in agriculture and horticulture exists and
responsible authorities are organised in different ways. However, a certain number of enterprises
is usually randomly selected in the Länder and some common criteria are defined to ensure that
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nationally there is a balanced system of selecting enterprises for on-the-spot controls (BVL, 2014).
These criteria are (i) the total number of enterprises which use PPP; (ii) the size of agricultural
area; (iii) the number of registered sprayers and seed treatment machines; (iv) the type and
intensity of PPP uses for different crop types like permanent crops, vegetables, arable crops etc.;
and (v) violations against PPP regulations. Some of those top-level criteria are quite comparable to
the Danish criteria in the main focus groups, however they are still sometimes differently defined.
There is information that the AG PMK in Germany is initiating a discussion on how to harmonise
the selection of enterprises to a greater extent on a national level and how to implement results
from risk-based controls into a new IT system. The review would like to mention that a further
exchange of information within those upcoming activities of the AG PMK could be helpful for the
responsible authorities in both Denmark and Germany.
The review notes that there are different sets of selection criteria that are variably used over
several years for the selection of enterprises in some Member States. For example, in Germany,
the AG PMK defines a specific focus for those controls in each year (and sometimes in subsequent
years) for a nationwide practice to have the possibility to react to actual problems and
developments. The following information and criteria are considered for decision-making in this
context: (i) indications from illegal PPP uses due to residue findings from food controls;
(ii) indications from reported violations from risk-based controls from previous years; (iii) crops
with an intensive use of PPP; and (iv) results from groundwater monitoring programmes in the
Länder. Specific foci for risk-based controls have been, for example, enterprises which provide
technical services for PPP uses in the years 2018 to 2020, berry fruits and vineyards with intensive
PPP uses in 2017 and 2018, and compliance with risk mitigation measures to protect surface water
bodies against drift-based entries of PPP for the time period 2013 to 2017 (BVL, 2017a; BVL,
2018a). Details on that and nationwide results of risk-based controls are reported annually and
available on the BVL website. Within this system, most enterprises are randomly selected by
systematic criteria defined by the Länder, whereas some enterprises are always selected due to
causes of concern.
Colleagues in Germany indicated that findings from surface water and groundwater monitoring
programmes in the Länder have been considered for the selection of enterprises for risk-based
pesticide controls. A good collaboration between agricultural and environmental Länder authorities
is recommended in this context and is known to exist, for example, in Brandenburg and Saxony. A
GIS-based tool with different spatial information has been developed for Brandenburg where a
high number of small and vulnerable surface water bodies (kettle holes) exists, and the system
helps to identify enterprises with a high proportion of agricultural fields adjacent to those water
bodies. The review notes that using GIS-based techniques for enterprise selection alongside the
SJI database could be discussed for future developments in Denmark, e.g. to identify the most
vulnerable areas based on spatially-distributed information.
In the Netherlands the control on the whole chain of PPP from production, import, trade and end
users, is mainly performed by one national institute, the Netherlands Food and Consumer Safety
Authority (NVWA). Controls are performed on different target groups within the chain, which are
classified based on a risk profile. Yearly about 1000 controls are executed, divided between the
target groups import, professional trade and cultivation. The majority of the controls (ca. 700)
take place in the target group cultivation (not including cross compliance controls). In the table
below the classification of the most important target groups in 2018 is shown. The target groups
trade and import are classified as “high risk”, due to their position in the chain and the knock-on
effects of non-compliance for the rest of the chain.
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The risk classification of the target groups is regularly reviewed and updated based, amongst
others, on control results. In each target group, a compliance measurement is performed every
five years. A random selection of companies from this target group are inspected on all aspects
related to the use of PPP. For example, the classification of cultivation of flower bulbs has shifted
from a “high risk” to a “medium risk” due to significant improvement in the compliance rate. Other
factors such as the type of spraying technique used (e.g. side- and upwards), intensity of use of
PPP, and localisation of a cultivation (e.g. area with a high density of surface waters) are used for
the risk classification.
Also in the Dutch system, there is a flexible set of selection criteria that are used for the selection
of companies. Every year an inspection programme is set up, in which for each target group the
type and number of controls are established based on the following information:
risk classification of the target group;
date of the last control of the target group;
results from previous controls;
date of the last compliance measurement of the target group;
reports from the public, politics or agricultural sector;
“hot” political/public topics;
incidents (e.g. pesticide related bee deaths).
Also for the selection of the companies to be controlled within a target group, several data sources
are used:
data on crop areas of a company;
records of licenses for the professional use of PPP;
sales records from traders/distributors;
records of certificates for the trade and distribution of PPP;
surface water monitoring data;
data on import of PPP;
GIS-system to locate companies within groundwater protection areas or in the vicinity of
surface water.
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) are authorised in Great Britain to enforce controls on the
storage and use of pesticides as part of the work activity including use in agriculture and the
storage of pesticides by certain distributors, and use by Local Authorities and public utilities12.
Under Cross Compliance legislation, 1% of Single Payment Claimants are inspected for compliance
with 19 EU Regulations and Directives and this includes the Specific Management Requirements for
Plant Protection Products (SMR 10) (EC, 2019). In England, the Rural Payments Agency (RPA) is
the Competent Control Authority for Pesticides Cross Compliance. The Specific Management
Requirements for Plant Protection Products inspection were developed by HSE who advise the RPA
on risk factors, including enforcement action and reported misuse that RPA takes into
consideration in selecting claimants for inspection. The Field Operations Directorate (FOD)
inspectors of the HSE inspect the storage and use of pesticides in agriculture, horticulture and
forestry to ensure that risks to human health and safety are properly monitored. The FOD carries
out checks at user level in the form of preventive or reactive inspections (EC, 2019).

12

https://www.hse.gov.uk/pesticides/resources/A/arrangements-handling-pesticide-investigations-and-concerns.pdf
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The review finally notes, that clear procedures and criteria are used in Denmark, Germany and the
Netherlands for selecting enterprises for risk-based pesticide controls. The implemented selection
procedures in all countries are complex and usually start with top-level selection criteria which are
supplemented with more specific and detailed selection criteria. Both the top-level criteria and the
more specific criteria are often the same or at least comparable; however, also different criteria
can be used. It seems to be important in all countries that selection criteria are finally defined and
communicated in a transparent and reproducible way. The review decided to provide as much
information as possible about the selection systems in Germany and the Netherlands provided by
national experts involved in the field of pesticide controls in those countries. The review further
notes that the criteria for the selection of enterprises for risk-based pesticide controls in Denmark,
Germany and the Netherlands are variably used over several years to find a mechanism to react to
actual problems and developments. Further exchange with experts in the Netherlands and
Germany about selection criteria and how there are used for decision-making could lead to better
understanding of the different systems and further developments in future.

6 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RISK ASSESSMENT SCHEME
The comparison between PLAP results and regulatory modelling undertaken following EU and
Danish guidelines (TSGE, 2016) is welcomed and provides useful feedback on the risk assessment.
Based on the findings of that comparison, the review noted that the Danish modelling approach
provides a sound basis for identifying uses that were demonstrated to pose a risk for groundwater
leaching within PLAP; the decision to retain the current precautionary approach to modelling within
the risk assessment scheme is thus justified. For compounds that were demonstrated to be safe
within PLAP, the Danish modelling approach gives quite a high proportion of false positives (i.e.
the modelling indicates a potential risk, but PLAP demonstrates safe use). The review does not see
an immediate solution to this problem of false positives, and agrees with the imperative to
prioritise the minimisation of false negatives and thereby ensure a high level of protection.
However, it would be helpful to revisit this issue as modelling tools develop (e.g. when it is
technically feasible to better represent the specific hydrogeological conditions within Denmark into
routine modelling approaches) with the aim of moving to a system that maintains minimal false
negatives whilst reducing the proportion of false positive thus reducing the level of conservatism of
the modelling. Periodic updating of the comparison between model results and PLAP would also be
helpful as the PLAP dataset grows; this will ensure that the validation findings remain valid as the
set of active substances and/or uses modifies over time.
The extensive comparisons between European and Danish modelling results with monitoring data
from PLAP related to specific intended uses of plant protection products (TSGE, 2016) are unique
in Europe. Besides supporting national developments of the risk assessment scheme for Denmark,
the findings can provide important information and feedback to the European groundwater
modelling community for model and scenario adjustments in the future.
The stated protection goal for groundwater in Denmark is currently operationalised through the
decisions that underpin the design of the Danish modelling requirements and PLAP. Some of these
decisions about how to interpret the results of PLAP have been taken up into SETAC
recommendations for the design, undertaking and assessment of groundwater monitoring more
widely (for example, the approach to evaluate the number of detections above and below the limit
value that triggers different levels of concern) (Gimsing et al. 2019). The note on responses to the
international review in 2015 indicates that Denmark will await the finalisation of EU discussions on
protection goals prior to any further consideration of its national groundwater protection goal. That
would also be an appropriate point in time to undertake any further review of the overall
groundwater assessment scheme and how it inter-relates to the protection goal.
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ANNEX 1: INFORMATION SOURCES

Documentation provided by the Danish EPA
Background documentation
-

International Review 2015 of the Danish risk assessment methodology regarding leaching to
groundwater
Overview of the changes made following the international review in 2015

Documentation regarding the specific topics:
Monitoring for pesticides in groundwater:
-

Guidelines for selecting pesticide compounds for the groundwater monitoring (GRUMO)
Procedure for selecting pesticide compounds for groundwater monitoring
Appendix 1 Template Technical justification for revising the compound list screening list
Procedure for evaluation of screenings for pesticide compounds in GRUMO
Summary Groundwater Monitoring1989-2017
Note on Organisational and financial framework for groundwater monitoring
Glossary related to above documentation
Application of the sum criteria to assess the chemical status of the Danish Groundwater Bodies
with respect pesticides
Technical note on results of mass screening 2019
The Danish Pesticide Leaching Assessment Programme; monitoring results May 1999–June
2018
Annex to q. 637 -Note on the result of mass screening (the State railways)
Annex to question 638 - Memo on the result of the mass screening and the rail network
Discussion of selection criteria for screening intake in 2019 in groundwater monitoring

Risk assessment of leaching of pesticides in derogations:
-

Guidelines for EPA assessment of derogations
Danish framework assessment of pesticides version 1-7 November 2019
Summary of DK derogations June 2011 - December 2019
Listing of DK Emergency authorisations in 2017 Sante F

Risk-based control:
-

Risk analysis and selection for physical inspection of plant protection products – control year
2019
Note on the outcome of the physical pesticide controls for control year 2019/2020

Relevant research projects
Comparison of regulatory modelling and data from the Danish Pesticide Leaching Assessment
Programme (TSGE, 2016)
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ABBREVIATIONS
AG PMK

Arbeitsgruppe Pflanzenschutzmittelkontrolle (National Working Group for PPP-based
controls in Germany)

BVL

Federal Office of Consumer Protection and Food Safety in Germany

Ctgb

Board for the Authorisation of Plant Protection Products and Biocides

DK

Denmark

EC

European Commission

ECHA

European Chemicals Agency

ECPA

European Crop Protection Association

EFSA

European Food Safety Authority

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

EPPO

European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organisation

EU

European Union

FOCUS

FOrum for the Coordination of pesticide models and their USe

FOD

Field Operations Directive of the Health and Safety Executive

GC/MS

Gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy

GEUS

Research Institute for Denmark and Greenland

GIS

Geographical Information System

GRUMO

Groundwater Monitoring Programme

GUS

Groundwater Ubiquity Score

GW

Groundwater

HSE

Health and Safety Executive

LAWA-AG

Bund-Länder-Arbeitsgemeinschaft Wasser, Ständiger Ausschuss Grundwasser und
Wasserversorgung (National Working Group for Water, Section Groundwater in
Germany)

LC/MS

Liquid chromatography/mass spectroscopy

NORMAN

Network of reference laboratories, research centres and related organisations for
monitoring of emerging environmental substances

NVWA

the Netherlands Food and Consumer Safety Authority

PEWS

Prioritisation and Early Warning System

PLAP

Pesticide Leaching Assessment Programme (=VAP)

PMT

Persistent Mobile Toxic

PPP

Plant Protection Product

RPA

Rural Payments Agency

SCoPAFF

Standing Committee on Plants, Animals, Food and Feed

SETAC

Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry

SJI

Sprøjte Journal Indberetning (System used by farmers to report use of pesticides)

UBA

Federal Environment Agency in Germany

UK

United Kingdom

WFD

Water Framework Directive

WWMP

Waterworks’ Well Monitoring Programme

ZOPF

Zentralstelle Online-Überwachung Pflanzenschutz (Central Service Point for PPP Online
Trade Controls in Germany)
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